It is shown that the well-known LANDAu-damping entropy paradox can be resolved by considering a macroscopic entropy as defined by CLAUSIUS instead of the microscopic entropy defined by BOLTZ-MANN. Although both entropy definitions are identical for equilibrium configurations, the same in general is not true for non-equilibrium configurations. To extend the entropy definition of CLAUSIUS to non-equilibrium configurations requires a generalization of the concept of temperature to nonequilibrium configurations. A natural generalization of the concept of temperature to non-equilibrium configurations is to put the temperature proportional to the mean square velocity fluctuation. In this way a macroscopic entropy can be defined which is then proportional to the logarithm of the mean square velocity fluctuation. In the case of LANDAU damping it can be shown that two states having the same statistical permutability and thus the same microscopic entropy may have different mean square velocity fluctuations. One should therefore consider, besides the microscopic disorder defined by BOLTZMANN, which is proportional to the logarithm of the permutability, a macroscopic disorder which is proportional to the logarithm of the mean square velocity fluctuation.
Introduction
In considering waves propagating through a collisionless plasma one can show the existence of a peculiar kind of a damping called after its discoverer LANDAU damping 1 . LANDAU found this damping for high-frequency electrostatic plasma waves. The damping mechanism, however, is not restricted to this particular kind of plasma wave, but is in fact a general property common to all kinds of plasma waves. The damping itself can be derived very elegantly from the socalled BOLTZMANN-VLASOV equation 2 .
The case of an electronic plasma, treated by LAN-DAU, is distinguished by its simplicity. For this reason we will restrict the following considerations to an electronic plasma. In the case of an electronic plasma, the electrons are described by a distribution function F (V,r,t) normalized with n being the number density as follows: In (1.3) a is an acceleration acting on the particles. In the case of electrostatic waves the acceleration fl must be expressed by the force acting on the electrons. If cp is the scalar electric potential the acceleration a is then given by: a= -(c/m) Vp.
(1.4)
We thus obtain for (1.3) :
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(1.5) VLASOV has supplemented Eq. (1.5) by expressing the electrostatic potential cp through the distribution function:
V 2( P = -4 n e J F dr .
(1.6) Eq. (1.5) together with (1.6) are called the BOLTZMANN-VLASOV equations. The equations are nonlinear due to the term (e/m) \/(p-dF/dv. To make a simplified analysis the equations have been studied in the linearized approximation describing waves of infinitesimal amplitude. Other plasma wave modes can be described by a similar set of equations. To linearize the equations one puts:
F (v,r,t)=f0(v)+f(v,r,t) (1.7)
where /o(v) is the equilibrium distribution and f{V, r, t) is considered small as compared with /o(t>).
From (1.5) we obtain the linearized equation:
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and from (1.6) :
W=-4rceJ7dr.
(1.9)
The equilibrium charge e J /0 dr is compensated by the positive charge of the ions. Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) form a complete set of equations from which the LANDAU damping can be derived.
Microscopic and Macroscopic Entropy
In order to generalize the concept of entropy we start according to BOLTZMANN from the permutability of n particles distributed in m cells of equal size: (n1ln2l,...,nml) .
Taking the logarithm of (2.1) and making use of STIRLING'S formula, we obtain from (2.1) :
Going from a discrete distribution in different cells over to a continuous distribution F we can write instead of (2.2) :
If we ask for the maximum of In W under the constraints:
we obtain in general a displaced MAxwELLian velocity distribution describing a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium moving with some constant speed. In the case of thermodynamic equilibrium we know that the entropy S is connected with 1 nW by:
So that if In JV has a maximum, S must have a maximum. We further know that in thermodynamic equilibrium the entropy S according to CLAUSIUS can be also expressed by:
S-S0= J (1 IT) dQi (2.6) (dQ = cv dT + pdV, entropy constant S0 arbitrary).
For non-equilibrium states BOLTZMANN defines the entropy by:
Comparing (2.3) with (2.5) we see that for equilibrium configurations:
In BOLTZMANN'S statistical concept, entropy is proportional to the logarithm of the permutability which by itself is a measure of disorder. The question now arises how can different states having the same permutability JV be classified as to whether having more or less disorder. Taking into account the constraint:
we can conclude that W is a function of m -1 variables for a given cell number m. W = const is therefore an equipotential curve on a m -1 dimensional hypersurface. Our problem is thus equivalent with the question, what is the measure of order or disorder for different points on this equipotential curve.
Speaking in terms of the distribution function F the question is equivalent to asking how to classify the disorder of two distribution functions possessing the same value H. This simple consideration indicates that for non-equilibrium distributions a second kind of measure for disorder is needed to supplement the microscopic disorder defined by BOLTZMANN according to Eq. (2.7).
If we represent the hypersurface W = /(«;) = const in a schematic way as indicated by Fig. 1 , the lines which is supplied to the system of particles and which occurs in Eq. (2.6) has a well-defined meaning.
The normalization of both measures of entropy, 
The physical meaning of (2.13) is very clear. From the total kinetic energy \ m(v 2 } on has to subtract the kinetic energy resulting from a macroscopic ordered motion to obtain the disordered temperature motion.
We will use Eq. (2.13) to define the temperature for a velocity distribution which must not be in thermo- 
(2.14)
We thus may write for (2.13):
Since the degree of disordered motion can be different in different directions the temperature should actually be defined by the dyadic tensor:
The "total temperature" T is then equal to one third of the trace of this tensor:
and therefore:
The specific heat for a monatomic gas is given by Snx/2. Since the heat differential d() must be a scalar the specific heat must be also a tensor of second rank. Because the specific heat cannot depend upon a direction it must be given by an isotropic tensor:
In the expression of d() we have to make for the change in internal energy ccdT the substitution: 
Taking the trace of (2.23) :
we obtain a relation between the "total pressure" p = i Pi® and the "total temperature" T = £ T?. This relation is the same as for an ideal gas: 
In the case of LANDAU damping for electrostatic plasma waves, the volume between the initial and final state is unchanged. In order to compute the change in macroscopic entropy by LANDAU damping the second term in the numerator of the integrand in (2.28) vanishes. We thus get: We have now:
(a 2 ) = (l/n) Ja 2 /(a,*) da, 
where a is the DEBYE length:
and (Op the plasma frequency:
? 2 = 4 JI n e 2 /m . In considering a wave propagating along the x direction we make the FOURIER transform: g contains the initial conditions necessary to formulate the initial value problem and is given by:
g{u) is thus the disturbance of the equilibrium distribution/0 (u) atf = 0.
From (3.13) we have:
Multiplying both sides of (3.16) with u, integrating over u from -oo to + oo and observing (3.14)
we obtain for (p p : 
<p{x, t) and f(u, t).
To make a simple choice for the initial conditions we consider a displaced MAXwELLian and expand it in a TAYLOR series: 
(3.24)
To study the behavior for oo LANDAU continues F(p), which as a LAPLACE transform is defined only for Rep>0, analytically for Rep<0 into the left half p plane by taking for the integral (3.22) a contour which keeps the pole at u = i p/k always on the left side of the path of integration over u from -oo to + oo (see Fig. 2 ). From the expression of F(p) given by (3.25) it follows that (3.26) has a root at p = 0. The residue of this pole in the inverse LAPLACE transform is a constant. Since the potential cp is defined only to within a constant, the constant from the residue of the pole at p = 0 can be omitted. For this reason, only the poles which are the roots of (3.27) determine the asymptotic behavior of cp(t).
For the following it is convenient to consider instead of the roots of 1 -F{p) =0, the roots of the equation p 2 (l -F{p)) = 0. From Eq. (3.25) it follows that:
In the lowest approximation we neglect the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.28) and have for the roots of p 2 (l-F(p)) = 0 the equation:
Pk 2 =-a> p 2 (3.29)
with the two independent solutions:
(3.30)
In the next higher approximation we substitute these values into the last term of the right-hand side of (3.28) and solve again for p 2 (l -F(p)) = 0.
The result is: we obtain:
Inserting (3.34) into (3.32) we then have:
We can also write instead of (3.35) : -7, (3.36) where Y=Y^/8(JOP{KA)-3 -EXP{% (KA) ~2} (3.37) is the LANDAU damping constant. In Fig. 3 the location of the poles for p 2 (l -F(p)) = 0 are shown in the complex p plane.
P=Pk p plane
P*Pk For p 2 (l-F(p)) we thus can write:
Or, since the pole at p = 0 is of no significance, we we can write instead of (3.38) with sufficient accuracy : we have:
To obtatin from (3.44) the behavior of the electric field E we express E by <p with the help of Eq. (3.10). The result is:
E(t) = -(m/e) u0 COP e~y t sin OJP t.
(3.45)
The Change in the Macroscopic Entropy
To compute the change in the macroscopic entropy, defined by Eq. (2.34), we have to compute the quantities (u) and (u 2 ).
First we have:
Inserting expression (3.23) into (4.1) results in:
The integral
must be analytically continued for Rep<0. The integral (4.3) is continued analytically in just the same way as integral (3.22). The analytic continuation is therefore carried out in such a way that the path of integration is deformed into a contour for which the pole at u = ip/k is always on the left side of the contour (see Fig. 4 ). The integral can therefore be evaluated in a similar way as the integral (3.22). Considering the case for k small, we expand the denominator of the integrand in (4.3) in powers of ikujp, and find that the value of the integral to the second order of k is effectively the sum of two parts: the value when A: = 0 plus one half the residue of the pole at u = i p/k. We therefore have:
One easily verifies that J can be expressed by F(p) as follows:
(4.5)
We thus obtain for (4.2) :
Or using Eq. (3.39) we may also write:
For the inverse LAPLACE transform again the poles with p = pf are the only ones of interest. We thus obtain: + i oo + e {u) = (1/2 n i) J (u)p e pt dp -i oo + s r n;. + exp (p/. + t) p!c~ exp (pk~ t) 1 (4 8)
L Pic -Pk Pk ~Pk
We substitute for pjr, in the numerators of the fractions in the brackets, the lowest approximation, i i ojp , and have:
To compute (u 2 ) we proceed in an indirect way making use of the fact that the energy of a particle moving in an electric field is conserved:
The expression on the right-hande side of Eq. (4.10) is a constant of the motion. The constant shall be evaluated from the values of (a 2 ) and <p at t = 0. From (3.44) it follows that 99(0) =0, therefore: We multiply (4.12) on both sides by f(u, t) and integrate over u from -00 to + 00 . We then obtain: +00 +00
-00 -00
The product of the two integrals in (4.13) is the total electrostatic energy. From a well-known theorem of electrostatics the value of this product is just half the value of the square of the integral, omitting the electrostatic selfenergy. Therefore: In Fig. 5 a plot is given for the change in the generalized temperature as a function of time. From Eq. (4.25) we conclude that for LANDAU damping the generalized temperature T is a steadily increasing function of time. The same applies to S, which is a satisfactory behavior for a quantity called entropy.
We would like to add the remark that for an initial disturbance in the distribution function which has the form of a (5-function f(u, 0) =Ad (u -u0) one obtains the undamped VAN KAMPEN modes. Only in this special case T = const and therefore also S = const.
